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Word Meaning

duplicity Deceit, double-dealing

penitent To talk in an idle, simple-minded manner

munificent Very harmful or destructive, deadly

pernicious Pertaining to motion

leery excess

sublime regretful

plethora Lofty or elevated

kinetic generous , giving liberally

prattle Aesthetically pleasing

sensuous Suspicious or wary



iniquity
Meaning:

Injustice; wickedness; sinfulness; really unfair or immoral act; gross injustice

Usage:

My grandmother, who grew up in a small town where people never locked their 
doors, saw the big cities as dens of iniquity due to the crime rates

America, is a nation still struggling with the aftereffects of the iniquity of slavery

अ याय
दु टता

अनै तकता





dither
Meaning:

To act indecisively or nervously; dilly-dally; waver; falter; to hesitate or be 
indecisive

Usage:

The politician began to dither and stutter when asked his stance on the issue

The children rarely finish their homework because they dither all afternoon

घबराहट 

दु वधा





pallid

Meaning:

Abnormally pale; lacking colour or 
vitality

Usage:

The movie is a pallid version of the 
classic novel

कमजोर
पीला
फ का
मुरझाया



tendentious
Meaning:

Biased; marked by a strong point of view, which is controversial; favoring a 
particular point of view; contentious 

Usage:

She made some extremely tendentious remarks

It is a highly tendentious, obviously partisan and unreliable document

प पाती





partisan
Meaning:

A firm adherent to a party, cause, person or faction; one exhibiting blind, 
prejudiced and unreasoning allegiance; partial; prejudiced 

Usage:

They are political partisans who see only one side of the problem

 प पाती

 तरफ़दार



paragon
Meaning:

A model of excellence, a perfect example

Usage:

Mary is never late for any event, she is indeed a paragon of punctuality

 मसाल



lissome
Meaning:

Flexible or agile; moving or bending with ease

Usage:

During the show, the lissome monkeys swung from one stand to another

ती
लचीला

तज़े
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Cheat sheet:
1. Duplicity: deceit or double dealing; acting in two different ways for the purpose 

of deception (don’t confuse with the word duplication)
2. Penitent: regretful, feeling remorse for one’s sins or misdeeds
3. Munificent: generous, giving liberally
4. Pernicious: very harmful or destructive, deadly
5. Leery: suspicious or wary
6. Sublime: lofty or elevated, inspiring reverence or awe, excellent, majestic
7. Plethora: excess, excessive amount
8. Kinetic: pertaining to motion
9. Prattle: to talk in an idle, simple minded, meaningless or foolish way, chatter, 

babble
10. Sensuous: aesthetically appealing, relating to the senses
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